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I am an architecture student currently finishing my degree at the Vallès Higher Tech-
nical School of Architecture (ETSAV), BarcelonaTech, 

Polytechnic University of Catalonia (UPC). 

My educational carrer starts with one year studies of Audiovisual Communication 
at Pompeu Fabra University. After this year, I realized that I did not make the right 

choice, so after long meditations I decided to start Architecture. 

During 2014-2015 I did the exchange program Erasmus+ at Chalmers Univeristy of 
Technology, Gothenburg; an eye opener regarding the way of approaching architec-

ture and an enriching personal experience.

All these background and expeirences give me an open-minded view of architecture, 
and it’s social, cultural, historical, climate, urban and sustainable context that we 

should never forget about. 

Architecture is not only about building projects, in my opinion, architecture includes 
a lot more. My work comes from this point of view and goes throw different 

professional areas.

Personally, this wide-ranging skills are a way to change the closest reality and a way 
to change architecture itself.
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elisenda.planell@gmail.com

EDUCATION

WORK  EXPERIENCE

SKILLS

2014-2015

2010-PRESENT

OCT 2015-PRESENT

SEPT 2015

2009-2010

1997-2012

ARCHITECTURE STUDIES AT CHALMERS 
TEKNISKA HÖGSKOLA, GOTHENBURG

ARCHITECTURE STUDIES AT VALLÈS HIGHER 
TECHNICAL SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE, 
BARCELONATECH

TRAINEE at Pepe Gascón Arquitectura - 
Collaboration on projects

INTERN at ETSAV’s International Office - 
Support for the exhange students enrollment period

MICROSTATION 2D + 3D  -  excellent
ADOBE PHOTOSHOP + INDESIGN  -  very good 
ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR  -  good
AUTOCAD - good
RHINOCEROS  -  moderate
HTML and CSS - moderate

FIRST YEAR OF AUDIOVISUAL 
COMMUNICATION DEGREE

MUSIC STUDIES AT SANT QUIRZE DEL 
VALLÈS COUNCIL SCHOOL - Flute



WORKSHOPS

AWARDS

LANGUAGES

JULY 2015

2014

2012

JULY 2013

INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP AT LE LAVOIR 
THE CREATIVE GATHERING - PARIS

RESSÒ HOUSE:
  SOLAR DECATHLON COMPETITION
     FIRST Prize in Architecture / Jury: Wang Shu, Thomas          
      Herzog and Françoise Helène Jourda
     FIRST Prize in Innovation
     THIRD Prize in Urbanism
  EUROSOLAR AWARD 2014
  MENTION at World Sustainable Building 2014

FIRST PRIZE - CINEMA DESIGN 
KNAUF SYSTEMS - UNIVERSITY COMPETITION

WORKSHOP ATLAS METROPOLITAIN 
Explorations raisonées du territoire de
Marseille Provence - ENSA Marseille

CATALAN - mother tongue
SPANISH - mother tongue
ENGLISH - advanced level
FRENCH - listening and reading good
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RETHINK 
CONSTRUCTION
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/15 RETHINK CONSTRUCTION 
DESIGN STUDIO. BCN 

Location: Cerdanyola del Vallès
Completion: Autum 2013-4th year
         

Located in a development area in 
Cerdanyola del Vallès, Barcelona, Al-
mar is a brick industry surrounded 
with their own quarry.
The aim of the studio was to develop 
this area, focusing on building scale 
as well. The intention of this proposal 
is to regenerate the area thanks to a 
refurbishment of the factory. 
The idea is to rethink the building in-
dustry, very damaged in Spain these 
last years. The proposal is a place for 
the inderdisciplinary collabortaion 
between diferent building compa-
nies, architecture offices and techni-
cal universities.
The creation of a space for the net-
work of these agents towards the 
innovation of new building materials 
and systems.
With: Aitziber Pagola, Elisenda Planell

1. ACCEPT ACTUAL SITUATION
A complex system of industrial buildings with big 
dimensions and with different states of conserva-
tion, comfort and architectonic values.

2. CONSERVATION OF OPTIMAL BUILDINGS
Demolition of the buildings which do not meet 
the project, and at the same time to improve the 
conditions of other buildings.

3. TAKE ADVANTAGE | RE-CONVERT | RE-ACTIVATE
Optimize: the minimum changes in the buildings in 
order to improve their characteristics for the same 
program or for a new program.
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Existing roof

Opaque partition

Translucent partition

Soil path

Shading element

We maintain the existing roofs ex-
cept the central one and the offices. 
To achieve a better solar radiation 
through the skylights is realized a 
deep clean.

The slidding doors allow 
the connectivity between 
offices. The possibility to 
gain space, relate and in-
teract with other offices.

Walls built with reused 
bricks from the factory.

Polycarbonate doors. They 
allow a better connection 
with the exterior.

Small hill made with the 
reused soil from the exca-
vation, connects the upper 
and the lower part.

Element that allows to go through 
and makes shadow. Perfect to rest or 
do outdoor activities.
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Polycarbonate sliding doors
Polycarbonate: acroplus system 324. Aislux
Polycarbonate cristal, w=2cm  U = 1,8 W/m2·K
Aluminium framework
Aluminium substructure: 4x4 cm

Polycarbonate sliding doors
Polycarbonate: acroplus system 324. Aislux
Polycarbonate cristal, w=2cm  U = 1,8 W/m2·K
Aluminium framework
Aluminium substructure: 4x4 cm

Concrete truss

Brick partition

Ondulated metal sheet
Glazing window

Polycarbonate partition Polycarbonate envelope

Skylight

Brick walls: w=30 cm, h=5,3 m
Brick: 20x27x50 cm

Each sheet is 3 m long, over-
lapped in 4 sections.
Secondary concrete beams each 
metre; 10x7cm.

Two pieces prefabricated 
concrete truss
Concete pillars each 6m
Pillars: 40x45 cm
Truss length: 23m
Pillar height: 7,59 m
Total height: 12 m

Openable skylight
Skylight with metal 
framework

Window composed with small glazing 
elements.
Modul: 3x10
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Brick envelope

Concrete pillars and beams

Brick roof

Concrete trussSandwich roof panels

Brick partitionPolycarbonate envelopeBrick partitionPavement cuttings

Prefabricated concrete trusses
Two cantilever beams at sides
Reinforced concrete pillars each 3,5 m
Pillars: 30x90 cmThree layers of massive bricks 

conform the curved roof

Prefabricated concrete beams
Concrete pillars each 10m, 40x40 cm
Beam length: 24,15 m
Pillar height: 7,75 m

Brick walls: w=30 cm, h=3,6 m
Brick: 20x27x50 cm

Cuttings to the pavement to allow 
vegetation to grow and help draining 
water.

Sandwich panel Garcopanel.
Galvanized steel sheet
8cm polyurethane
Galvanized steel U = 0,25W/m2·K

Brick wall: w= 30cm, h=3,1-4,2 m
Wall composed of two layers of bricks.
Brick: 5x11,5x24 cm
Thermal Insulation: 5cm between 
brick layers

Polycarbonate doors.
Polycarbonate: acroplus system 324. Aislux
Polycarbonate cristal, w=2 cm  U = 1,8 W/m2·K
Aluminium framework
Aluminium framework: 4x4 cm

Brick wall: w=24cm, h=3,1-4,2 cm
Wall composed of two layers of bricks with a 
wood door.
Brick: 5x11,5x24 cm
Thermal Insulation: 5cm between brick layers
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TRANSPORTATION
HALL MODEL
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Location: Gothenburg
Completion: Spring 2015-5th year
Material: wood and cardboard
Photograph: Krister Engström

This model was done as a project of 
the class Nordic Architecture, of the 
first year Master’s program, at Chal-
mers Univeristy, Gothenburg. This 
model was built by 15 students dur-
ing ten days. The model represents 
The Transportation Hall, a building 
designed by Gunnar Asplund as part 
of the Stockholm Exhibition in 1930. 
The exhibition had a great impact 
on the architectural styles known 
as Functionalism and International 
Style.
In this model I modelled, laser-cut-
ted and assembled the curved roof 
elements, including the beams and 
the single curved roof. 

TRANSPORTATION HALL MODEL
NORDIC ARCHITECTURE. SWEDEN 
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BOTANICAL
GARDEN KIOSK
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Location: Gothenburg
Completion: Autum 2014-5th year 
Material: concrete
Photographs: François Otten,                         
             Elisenda Planell

This project is the final result of the 
Material & Detail Studio of the first 
year Master’s Program (MPARC) at 
Chalmers University, Gothenburg. 
The aim of the studio was to design 
a concrete Kiosk, for the Gothenburg’s 
Botanical Garden, redesigning the 
concrete masonry unit.
The design is the winner project within 
all the other students projects.
The project was design by a group of 
four people, which I was part of, and 
then built with the participation of 25 
students, during 2 weeks. 
The Kiosk is an assembly of modern 
black concrete bricks, inspired by tra-
ditional stone masonry. A geometrical 
logic with interlocking abilities that 
produces elevations with different ex-
pressions. During day-light the Kiosk 
expressive form rests heavily on the 
ground, and in the night it appears as 
a crack of light.

Project published at ArchDaily. ”The 
Best Student Work Worldwide: ArchDai-
ly Readers Show Us their Studio Projects”
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BOTANICAL GARDEN KIOSK 
MATERIAL & DETAIL STUDIO. SWEDEN 
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The deisgn consists just in 9 pieces 
that interlock with each other. These 
pieces are separated in two groups, A 
and B. Connecting A and B and mak-
ing  a copy-rotation we obtain an en-
tire wall (p. 32).
With the aim of not having a corner-
with a 90 degree edge, I developed  an 
interlocking connection between the 
corner pieces that enables this idea, 
just making simple modifications to 
the mother piece (p. 33).
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CORNER LOGIC SYSTEM

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

original piece cut piece adding piece final piece

intersection system

CORNER
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AXO

FINAL-REAL MOLD SYSTEM

   CRACKED
   PROJECT EXPLANATION

Antoni Berga, Oscar Gillkvist, Elisenda Planell, Johannes Tsagarakis

NORTH-EAST ELEVATION SITE PLAN

NORTH-WEST ELEVATION

SOUTH-EAST ELEVATION

SOUTH-WEST ELEVATION

MOULD PROCESSCORNER PROCESS

corner

facade

crack

styrofoam

plywood frame

roof

ground

“T-bar” connections

brick

AXONOMETRY
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WOOD
PAVILION
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/41 WOOD PAVILION IN PARIS 
INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP 

Location: Paris
Completion: July 2015 - 5th year
Material: wood
Photographs: Le Lavoir members

The aim of this workshop was to de-
velop a pavilion for the central area 
of a coworking space for designers, 
architects, and sound and media 
producers, named Le Lavoir.
This pavilion will enable the cowork-
ers to use it as they want. To use it 
as an exposition element, as a sitting 
element, lamps, shelves or anything 
else they can imagine.
The project is based on a simple box 
of 41x41cm with two faces hollow. 
The box has two cuts in each face, 
that enables the stacking system, al-
lowing the coworkers to create the 
elements they need. We build 100 
boxes in two days, so they can be 
reproduced easily.
The project follows the work idea of 
Le Lavoir: each person works by their 
own, but together they can create 
new things.

[Exclusivamente para uso académico] 
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[Exclusivamente para uso académico] 

LOGIC SYSTEM
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[Exclusivamente para uso académico] 

[Exclusivamente para uso académico] 

STACKING SYSTEM
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ASSEMBLING SYSTEM
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RESSÒ
HOUSE
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/51 RESSÒ HOUSE
SOLAR DECATHLON EUROPE

Location: Paris
Completion: Autumn2011-Spring 2014
Material: diverse     
Photograph: Andrés Flajszer

-4th year

The Solar Decathlon is an award-win-
ning Competition which unites univer-
sities from all over the world to design, 
build and operate a full-scale, entirely 
functional solar-powered house. 
I was a member of Ressò Team com-
posed by fifty students and a technical 
commitée of professors. I was part of 
the communication department, that  
was in charge of the graphic design, 
branding & merchandising, organiza-
tion of events and exhibitions, social 
networks, production of project videos  
and contact with media.
I took part in the construction procces.

More info: 
http://www.resso.upc.edu/index.html

Ressò is a strategy that uses a collective infrastruc-
ture for a process of social and urban rehabilitation.

WHAT? 

The user is indispensable to carry out the rehabilitation pro-
cess factor, and their attitude and willingness to collectivize 
activities and resources are crucial to achieve the savings.

WHO?

HOW?
With a self-sufficient building, adaptable to differ-
ent urban fabric and capable to ensure an adaptive 

comfort to users.

l’intérêt collectifl’intérêt collectif
[POWERING TRANSFORMATION]; [Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, BARCELONATECH, ETSAV]; [Ressò]

01

RESSÒ
COLLECTIVE
SPACE

Our complicated situation of economical, social and 
environmental crisis made us rethink about our

Our tool to solve that situation is to

 OPTIMIZE RESOURCES, 
USES AND SERVICES

COLLECTIVE  SOLUTIONSGLOBAL PROBLEMS

INDIVIDUAL 
LIFESTYLE

COLLECTIVIZE =

AFFORDABLE WARMTH

RESSÒ space is SELF-SUFFICIENT, so it produces all its 

demanding energy. This is achieved by emphasizing 

the use of PASSIVE STRATEGIES as the main manner 

to offer comfort. 

The use of RESSÒ space must not entail ANY COST 

for its users, for that reason it offers FREE COMFORT, 

which is called AFFORDABLE WARMTH. 

RESSÒ’S EMBODIMENT
ressò’s embodimentFerrum imporem harumentia as et imodisciam fuga. Itatur am sam volorature nusande 
ligenditas siminve lestiatatur?
Sam vellaborrum enimint estotat mincil iunt audiciis accum aut qui occupicium eum ut quatur?
Ro est idus si a nos qui cupis seribea rchita cus con rero vit autenes parum, to te volendus vid et rem et 
molorecte volut voluptas pro ma ipsuntium quam dolupiducium ut est int quo et qui que velicit aquibus.
Taeptate min corepedit derum eatur, sunt lit dolenditatis nestiis sit dolore parchillabo. Fuga. Ihilige ndendelit 
volorro reperci litiam harchiciure vellut et etur restis aciam ex ex ex excepel ectemque natem ra sequia 
sunte ipsae. Ibus remporro magnat dia sequodipsam eriat et earum fugit dit venis aces excest eturitae volo 
ma deliqui aspicipsae num idellestione aut abo. Ut velendae. Et estis es re offic tecatisti consecus magni 
blaccum harcienimus idel ma quam idel maximus andanditi vollist inctios exero tem fuga. Itae core ventus aut 
destota aborum nimus experchic torion pedigen imagnis apis erspedia que pero tempori bustis es doluptam, 
omnihiciatem explat od unt quundaeribus cuscillupid maio. Molorpo rioribus exerem eariam faci con cumqui 
sitempo recabo. Nam inctaque pellandis alis rehenis ped qui vendandi cum, voluptis iducide llabo. Nemos 

ADAPTABILITY
RESSÒ space is FLEXIBLE in order to enable different interior 

configurations. The space can be ADAPTED to the different  uses 

and activities which are needed in the urban context. 

TEACHING TOOL
RESSÒ space is FLEXIBLE in order to enable 

different interior configurations. The space can 

be ADAPTED to the different  uses and activities 

which are needed in the urban context. 
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homes

Evolution of the population and the number of 
new homes in spain

number of houses and people
new homes in 2005

90’s boom

80’s boom

70’s boom

housing beggining

population growth

EMPTY NEW HOUSES
700.000 unsold new homes

10% of the Spanish Housing Stock

SECOND HOME
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RESSÒ is highly flexible and change-
able, thanks to the scaffolding struc-
ture, in order to receive the broadest 
diversity of activities. The human 
scale is very important, so everything 
is 2m modulation, allowing changes 
in a easier way. To encourage flex-
ibility, a perimeter ring contains all 
the permanent elements: structure, 
walls, facilities and furniture. The rest 
is 100% variable and reconfigurable.
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Summer day

Ressò is highly energy efficient. This 
means that it is almost self-sufficient 
thanks to solar panels, solar collec-
tors, high isolation and passive bi-
oclimatic strategies. It is important 
to keep in mind that this space is 
designed as a collective space, not 
as a home, where a different kind of 
comfort is needed.
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Winter day
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TEAM

COMMUNICATION WORK

CORE MESSAGE
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COMMUNICATION WORK

TEAM IDENTITYCOMMUNICATION STRATEGY
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FLORA
URBANA
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/67 FLORA URBANA
INSTALLATION LLUÈRNIA FESTIVAL

Location: Olot
Completion: November 2015-5th yr

Material: metal cans
Photographs: Clara Grenzner,       
                           Elisenda Planell

This project is a light installation 
designed by Clara Grenzner and 
Miguel Ángel Hernández. 
The project was selected whith-
in other projects to expose in the 
Lluèrnia Festival in Olot, Catalonia.
I participated in the manufacturing 
process and vernissage day.
The main element of the installation 
is a flower made with recycled cans, 
and the combination of them cre-
ates a light constellation. 
Each flower contains around seven-
ty cans, that are cutted, curved and 
assembled to obtain the required 
shape. The big flowers contain 
around hundred-forty cans.
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SMOOTH
SHOWER
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/73 SMOOTH SHOWER
ONE DAY DESIGN CHALLENGE 

Location: Barcelona
Completion: November 2015-5th yr

Material: diverse

This project was developped for the 
competition organized by Roca Gal-
lery Barcelona. 
The One Day Designed Challenge 
2015 consisted on designing, in 
eight hours, an element of the bath-
room that would be easier to clean 
and more difficult to get dirty. 
The proposal is designed by Miguel 
Ángel Hernández and Elisenda 
Planell and consists on a shower  
with a recycled plastic cabin covered 
with Teflon, to help the cleaning. The 
shape of the cabin reduces the joints 
for an easier clenaning. The shower 
uses the pre-heated water to im-
plement a radiant floor, for a better 
comfort for the user. 
The shower is designed with sus-
tainable materials and uses hemp as 
insulation.

120 cm
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0 

cm

22
5 

cm

[Exclusivamente para uso académico] 

[Exclusivamente para uso académico] 
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1. contenidor terra radiant
2. terra radiant
3. base de morter
4. recobriment de teflon
5. aïllament de cànem
6. estor enrotllable Gore-tex
7. estructura de cabina de plàstic reciclat

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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WATERCOLORS
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elisenda.planell@gmail.com

Sant Quirze del Vallès, 08192 
Barcelona

CONTACT

- I am an architect, passionate about arts, design and everything that is made by hand  -




